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Abstract—Much has been written in the Kenyang language as far as descriptive grammar is concern, but there is still a lot to be done concerning its vocabulary and semantic analysis. Thus, this paper aims to analyze and explain the linguistic features that the Kenyang proverbs process. It equally seeks to discuss the functions and uses of proverbs taking examples from the language in question. The findings demonstrate that the Kenyang proverbs are characterized by linguistic features such as, metaphors, ironies and ellipses. The main functions of the Kenyang proverbs are to criticize, advice, warn and give moral lesson to the hearers. Kenyang is a language spoken in the South West region of Cameroon precisely by the people of Manyu division.

Index Terms—proverbs, functions and uses, speakers intended meaning, irony, Metaphor

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the Oxford dictionary, the word “proverb is from a Latin word “pro-verbium” (“pro” meaning “in front of” and “Verbium” meaning “word”). This suggests that proverbs can take the place of ordinary words. However, its study has received little attention up to now.” (Fergusson, 2000: 137-138), says that, every culture and language has their own proverbs, which belong to the popular culture and tradition of their language. There are proverbs dating from ancient history such as “While there is life, there is hope.” (Fergusson, 2000: 137-138). We also have sayings such as “An apple a day keeps the Doctor away”. (Fergusson, 2000:131). Some of them became an important part of the society. Consequently, there are several origins of proverbs. But in spite of their different beginnings, many proverbs still belong to the current oral tradition and they are well known in modern society.

The fact that proverbs belong to oral tradition makes the task of finding when they were first used difficult. Before they were recorded in written form for instance, introduced in literature or included in a document, they were already well-known in oral tradition. Since they spread by words of mouth from generation to generation, it is very difficult to know exactly when they first came out or their initial forms were. For example the proverb “Adversity makes strange beds fellows” (Fergusson, 2006:2) was first recorded by Shakespeare in The Tempest (1611).

(Hussein, 1994), however, argues that until very recently, proverbs had not been addressed from a linguistic point of view. In the same line of thinking, Gibbs, Strom, and Spivey-Knowlton, (1997.) also discussed about the metaphorical nature of proverbs and its influence on the mental images of proverbs in the people’s minds. (Bock and Brewer, 1978) are other works that discussed how the figurative and literal meanings of the proverbs interacted in people’s minds to produce an accurate and proper interpretation. (Ayeni, 2011, Odebunmi, 2008), has also tried to look at the pragmatic function of proverbs in specific instances of literature from different cultures.

Olabode B.O and Siyanbola S.O (2013:56) says that in a traditional and modern African society proverbs are generally accepted as the quintessence in the passage and communication of ideas and ethics among both old and the young. In fact, a scenario is best explained where a speaker encapsulate his thoughts in a suitable and appropriate proverb. Thus the saying, proverbs are palm oil with which words are eaten (Achebe, Chinua, Things Fall Apart p. 25).

Hussein (2005:18) underscores the point made above when he observes that, Africa is a continent known for its rich oral arts and that proverbs are the most widely used in the continent’, long tradition for oral arts. (Hussein, 2005: 19) argues that proverbs do not play any aesthetic role; they serve as the acceptable means of passing or transmitting knowledge and conversation from generation to generation. The Kenyang speakers give value to their proverbs they are used in every day’s conversation, especially among the elders. The Kenyang people who are the speakers of the language in question are from Manyu division in the South West region of Cameroon. The cultural richness and diversity of the Kenyang people is gained through the love for their culture and language. Using proverbs is therefore a way of cultivating morals and other cultural values in the speakers. Consequently, the purpose of the present study is to give a linguistic interpretation of some linguistic features used in Kenyang proverbs. This is done by showing how Irony, Metaphors and Ellipses are used in the Kenyang proverbs, and how they affect recognition, interpretation and understanding of proverbs in the Kenyang language. We have done this by dividing our work into four parts. Part one handles the introduction, while, part two focuses on data presentation and discussion. Part three dowels on the findings and results and finally part V is the conclusion.

II. DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSES
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The data for this research article was collected through verbal discussions with some native speakers of the language. Most of these proverbs were analysed according to the context in which they are used. Each proverb was first taken in the Kenyang language, then a word for word translation was given to enable the understanding of the various components of the sentence, and finally a literal translation was given in the English language to enable non-native speakers understand the meaning of the proverb. It also draws inspiration from my personal contribution since am one of the speakers of the language in question. (IPA) International Phonetic Alphabet was used as the bases for transcription.

FUNCTIONS OF PROVERBS

According to Ramirez, (2018) proverbs can be defined as a way of saying something implicitly rather than explicitly supporting your arguments in popular wisdom. She further added that, proverbs are considered part of the figurative language because; they are an indirect way of giving a set of assumptions about a shared thought between the hearer and speaker rather than directly stating them. The purpose of popular wisdom to her can be attributed to a wide range of topics that is different and that are other instances of proverbs expressing popular wisdom without any intention against the hearer such as the proverbs related to weather, as month of the year.

Hence, we are going to analyze the three main categories involved in proverb’s intension they are: criticism, advice, and warning beside these three, we are also going to discuss the moral values of the Kenyang proverbs.

1) criticism

As earlier mentioned, most at times a speaker writes a proverb and he or she has the aim of criticizing the hearer or making an accusation against him or her.

We can fine this in the following proverbs,

nsï à nsï à aâ   kwá à n    chï à   ná pÏ Äò   aà       puà    kwá n  baà kwaò
elder s.m fall cop colanut  s.m neg fall plum
“An old man can only fall from a cola nut tree and not from a plum tree”

Meaning: there is an age for everything. There is an age where a man is supposed to behave and reason like an elder. If he fails to do so, he is made to reason through this proverb. In other words it is an indirect way of criticizing someone who refuses to reason or act according to his age.

Mó ñ kwá n  aà    puà  kwá n á chÏ à kÏ à  mbinyoà p ndó ñ  epay
Child   s.m neg fall      step   door     time   two
“A child does not fall on the same door step twice”

Meaning: you are not supposed to be a victim of the same crime more than once. It is also another way of telling someone that they are not wise because of the fact that they have become a victim of a particular situation more than once. Let us look at another example

móndaà k  raà raà    nyuò       toà rï à
Small  matter tinny mouth long
“A small problem that is neglected will always grow big”

“Meaning: It is always advisable to solve problems when they are at the beginning”

By using a proverb, the speaker is able to criticize the hearer, but the hearer cannot be annoyed with him, some proverbs rely on Implicate communication that the speaker expresses himself or herself. Looking at one of the aims of proverbs is veiling [odebunmi, 2008/7], that is, the speaker gives his/her opinions but expects the hearer to get his/her critical intension without offending him/her.

Lastly, criticism as a function of proverb helps to emphases the shared ideas and opinion rather than an offense to the hearer. What is more the used of proverbs and the ironic tone they usually carryout is seen minimized by their popular knowledge. And most of the time they are recognized by the hearer makes their ironic and critical tone less aggressive. Therefore the satirist, humoristic and joking character of proverbs, as well as in irony help us to communicate.

2) Advice and warning

These are other functions of proverbs whose aims are not to criticized but to give advice or enhance the hearer to do something. Let us look at the examples below

baà póòkô    átôô    chï    nákbiô Àô  pâà    chï    ao       ntià
S.m carry town/village cop soldier neg s.m head
“We can only carry a village on the soldier and not on the head”

Meaning: Matters concerning the people or community are not supposed to be taken personal. This is an advice to a leader who forgets the fact that he has some limits as far as exercising power is concerned.

Káà    chï    muò    manyàô   aà    ñuà
S.m give man advice s.m die
“Don’t give advice to kill a man”

This means that It is better not to give somebody advice than to advice them wrongly. It is dangerous giving a wrong advice to someone.

Moñkwá    ò    kàó    Àôòà   aà    puà    rôôp    moñkaña    moñkañ
Child neg grow s.m remain small small
“A child that does not grow will always remain a baby”
Meaning: behaving less than your age mates always make you a baby.
Apart from these proverbs for advice, there are proverbs of warning whose goal is to warn us to prevent the hearer from doing something. Example

Nkóók báà tuá aâÀòoaók nóókóó cháà amáóì eteòj
Hen ear sm hear prg sm in pot
“A hen that does not listen to advice will always find itself in a pot”

This proverb takes the form of an advice and warning at the same time. It is warning the hearer against stubbornness and waywardness and its consequences. This utterance is not only mere piece of advice but also a traditional speech. Consequently, proverbs are not only mental representations of once speech, but become a public representation in a given speech community.

The repeated transmission and representations create a chain of mental and public representations casually linked by a culture [sperber 1994.54]

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Linguistic Interpretation of the Kenyang proverbs

We have discussed three main linguistic features that are found in the Keyang proverbs and we have equally shown how they help in their understanding.

1) Irony and the Kenyang proverbs

Besides the functions of the Kenyang proverbs described above, they also convey an ironic interpretation and tone, such as the example bellow.

Baà sóó ndán páápáp bá gwáót aâ nnuá aâ koák
They take dress white sm tie sm mouth sm pig
“They have taken a white dress and tied around the pigs mouth”

The pig is use here as an imagery referring to man. Normally in the African tradition, pigs are known to be dirty animals. So it becomes ironical to give a white dress to the pig because it will not know its use. This proverb means that no matter how you take care of a dirty person he will still remain dirty. This is a very clear example of a critical proverb whose explicit rather than Implicit way. Therefore, as sperber and Wilson [1995] claim, ironic statements allow the speaker to express his/her own attitude in terms of the thought echoed or communicated through an ironic utterance.

Because of the ironic tone underplaying most proverbs, we apply this feature of irony so that the echoed attitude makes the recognition of the speaker’s intension easier for him/her, to reach the right interpretative of the proverb. Example according to sperber and Wilson (2006:10) the aim of irony is to dissociate the speaker from an attributed thought as utterance which she wants to suggest is more or less of false, irrelevant or under informative, it is my belief that we can apply this to proverbs whose aim is to distract the hearer from their literal Meaning by offering him/her a second meaning given by the familiarity they carry out.

However, the communication of shared thoughts between a speaker and a hearer will be attributed to more factors such as; the implicit attitude of the speaker, the tone of voice, context or other linguistic parameters [sperber and Wilson, 1995.239] verbal irony is achieved through the correct use and interpretation of non verbal and contextual signs; in other word, paralinguistic elements. Actually proverbs intension is made through the tone of voice. [that is] making some sounds longer as emphasizing some specific parts of the proverbs; gestures such as smiling or moving the eyes or body language as pointing to someone or knocking your head. For example

wóá pàá naâ nàchákkóó oká waój nóó
you neg cook egg cock neg kill it
“You cannot make an omelet without breaking the egg”

We tend to make longer the sound of the first part with a knock of the head to make the hearer recognize of our ironical intension.

2) Metaphors and the Kenyang proverbs

Furthermore, as a piece of figurative language, proverbs may also have a metaphoric, intension sometimes Richards describes metaphors as a combination of two routs; topic usually the subject of the metaphorical sentence and the vehicle the tern used metaphorical [Bock and Brever, 1978.60 quoted from Richards, 1965].The relationship of similarity between the topic and the vehicle is the key to understand a metaphors [Bock and Brezer, 1978.60]. In this sense, I think we can consider proverbs as metaphors in which only the vehicle – the tern used metaphorically- is explicitly stated, but topic-subject of the metaphor-is left implicit [Bock and Brezer, 1978.60 quoted from per 1971]

Furthermore, there is no division line between the literal and metaphorical meaning or between the ironical utterances and their echoic situations, but a continuum of cases ranging from what the subject of the proverb is to how it is expressed. (Sperber &Wilson 1995:243) say that whereas “metaphors plays on the relationship between the propositional form of an utterance and the speaker thought, irony plays on the relationship between the speaker's thought and a thought of someone other than the speaker” . Below are some examples of some proverbs that use metaphors in Kenyand.
móò náó ñïà máò
child this is goat
“This child is a goat/sheep”

móò náó ñïà ñkóók
child this is hen
“This child is a hen”

móò náó ñïà ñkóók
child this is hen
“This child is a pig”

From the examples above, it is seen that the metaphors in Kenyang language are mostly use to compare that is comparing humans to animals

3) Ellipses and the Kenyang Proverbs

Sometimes, it is not necessary to fully utter the proverb for it to be understood. In fact, there are many examples in which just the former part of the proverb is uttered, omitting the last part, since the speaker consider the hearer would recognized the beginning of the proverb. Making thus the stimulus the most relevant one he could chose. For example the proverb

Wóò bóó kóó ká ñi sá “if you don’t touch bitter leaf ...” That as soon as the hearer processes the first part of the proverb he/s can anticipate the following aá móò yìì aá puá náoon “his hands will not be bitter”. This might be attributed to the fact that many Kenyang proverbs are so frequently used and so highly familiar that just with the uttering part of it, the hearer will be able to interpret the piece of popular wisdom intended by the speaker, being thus an efficient way of communicating as it is of shared assumptions in the form of cultural knowledge(yus, 2009:317)

Due to the frequent use, the given information and the contextual knowledge lead the hearer to recover the rest of the proverb implicitly. In other words, it is indispensable to utter the proverb in a full form to be able to reach the right interpretation.

The aim of ellipses in the Kenyang proverbs is to economize the process involved in proverb recognition and interpretation. The fact that we always omit the second part of the proverb is because in familiar proverbs, just the first part is enough to recognized proverbs intension and therefore it is more economical for the hearer to process just part of it instead of the whole proverb.

Proverbs in Africa are used to guide the behavior of growing children and to help them to mold their characters. Proverbs deal with knowledge, experience, hard work, and human relations. We believe that a study of language and proverbs can help students understand other cultures.

Olabode and Siyanbola (2013) say that the relevance of these proverbs are demonstrated by such sayings as “A proverb is the horse of conversation: when the conversation lags, a proverb will revive it”; “A wise man who knows proverbs reconciles difficulties (Yoruba, Nigeria); and “Proverbs are the daughters of experience” (Sierra Leone).

Kenyang proverbs provide hard hitting messages in a profound way rather than a nasty or demoralizing manner and at times even acts as an advice to the community. For example

1) Nkó ká ñìá á Áòó nîkó mbáñ a mem átaaj nóók
Hen ear s.m hear prog time s.m in pot soup
“A stubborn hen always listens in the pot of soup”

This is to say that any one that does not listen to advice will always find themselves in problems. This is another way of advising the people to always seek to advice before acting.

The Kenyang speakers give a lot of preference to proverbs because for them, proverbs are the easiest way in which the elders use to send a message through. (Lawal, 1997:637) believes that if young people must resort to use of proverbs, they must defer to the elders let’s look at some examples:

2) Mókwañ áá ná aá sòá ámínó yìó, aá náîá ne ìíà fó
Child s.m that s.m wash hands his s.m eat with s.m chief
“A child that washes his hands eats with the chieves”

Here we are not talking about the physical washing of hands but is a metaphor which means behavior or morals. In other words, this proverb suggests that if a child behaves well, he will sit in the presence of the elders or gets the admiration of the elders.

The second Kenyang proverb that explains that the fact that old people are holders or a warehouse were proverbs are stored is

3) ñìlâñ ná nsìlî aá Áòó tSóókáó, mókwañ áá ná aá chíà aó ñá óîj támàáñáa aá puá Áòó
thing that old man s.m see sit child s.m that is s.m up coconut s.m neg see
“What an old man sits and see, a young man on top of a coconut tree can never see it”

This means that, the elders are full of experiences that the young people need not wrestle with them as far as ideas and experiences are concerned.
4) Áká t à puá sóóó né à ba nṣíàá sí tSóáákóá, House s.m neg burn with elders sit “The roof must not get burnt with elders in it”.

This means that, matters must not get out of hand where an elder is present. The latter part of the proverb is usually uttered as permission, the elders present will reply, “Yes”. According to Lawal, (1997; 637), Proverbs are used to show and sustain respect for elders. In a summary, The Kenyang proverbs emerged or evolved from traditional, socio-cultural, philosophical and cosmological belief systems.

The aesthetic functions of the Kenyang proverbs have made them indispensable in oral artistry. This is seen in (Ojo-ade, 2001) when he says, proverbs are the analytic tools of thought, when thought is lost; it is proverbs that are used to fetch it.

V. CONCLUSION

We set out to discuss and analyse the linguistic features that the kenyang proverbs contain, and we discovered that they are that part of language that represent and link the people to their culture. We also discussed the Metaphorical and ironical nature of the Kenyang proverbs and we came out with the conclusion that, they help the hearer to recognize and identify himself with his community and how in the interpretation and understanding of proverbs. We equally asserted that criticism, advice and warning are the main function of proverbs beside the fact that they have an underlying moral tone. Also important is the fact that people also consider the advantage of the implicit criticism they usually express to that criticism, advice and warning are the main function of proverbs beside the fact that they have an underlying moral tone.
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